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Event Overview
Decentralized Clinical Trials (DCT) is one of the
hottest buzzwords in Life Sciences and Connected
Health organizations today. Like any new approach,
challenges and roadblocks are common and knowing
how to solve for them will empower your organization
to accelerate your trial deployment, speeding return
of results and time to market. Join KORE to learn
about the challenges and solutions in DCTs and
advancing technologies to accelerate your success.

Key Learning Objectives
• Challenges, answers, & customer breakthroughs
for DCTs
• How to overcome obstacles in the market
• Advanced technology for seamless DCTs
• Customer use cases and learnings for DCTs
do’s & don’ts
• Regulatory compliance insights
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• Business and clinical professionals in the life
science and connected health industry looking to
deploy, manage, and scale their global DCTs
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PUBLISHER'S NOTE

NEW PATHS TO POINT OF CARE

I

n this issue of Applied Clinical Trials, we explore how clinical trials are getting closer to the patients’ point of care.
There has been a wide variety of places for clinical trials to be introduced to patients for some time now: traditional investigative
sites such as clinics and hospitals; physicians' offices; and integrated research organizations, just to name a few.
However, in some ways, the COVID-19 pandemic has complicated things. While decentralized trials were around well before
COVID, there is a greater emphasis on them now than ever before. It has certainly changed the landscape of clinical trials, as ACT's
coverage has explored extensively in different ways since March 2020. With all these options and change in the industry, patients
need clarity on what is best for them.
To that end, our lead feature this month (starting on page 19) highlights some new strategies related to the clinical-research-as-acare-option (CRAACO) model. The article focuses on a few different approaches to better align data analysis and useful information
from electronic health records to improve patient care—at the point of care. Industry experts interviewed in the piece all agree that
this currently is an area of untapped potential and opportunity. With how the drug development enterprise has pivoted in the age of
COVID, there is certainly enough flexibility for more trials to be point-of-care focused in the future.
Our next feature, on page 23, puts the spotlight on the impactful—and perhaps sometimes overlooked—role of caregivers in clinical
studies, particularly the decentralized variety. Caregivers are an extremely valuable source of information in recognizing patients’
symptoms. Sponsors can greatly benefit from tapping the caregiver channel to ensure they have all the resources and data necessary
to carry out their responsibilities. Next, on page 26, we present a peer-reviewed article on the eradication of false signals in clinical
trial monitoring. A centralized approach, which includes diligent study planning, can help identify errors more efficiently as well
as reduce the risk for errors occurring at all. Our final feature, on page 34, is the third and final installment of the WCG Metrics
Champion Consortium QTL Working Group’s series on defining quality tolerance limits (QTLs) and key risk indicators (KRIs). This
article focuses on the early detection of risk. Thank you for reading.
										
											
ACT
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G
 O TO:
appliedclinicaltrialsonline.com
to read these exclusive stories and other
featured content.

TOP 5 MOST-VIEWED STORIES ON SOCIAL MEDIA
1. Patient-Centered Recruitment and Retention
https://bit.ly/3pM6tRk
2. Engaging Minorities is All About Trust in Clinical Trials
https://bit.ly/3e1sau3
3. ePROs in Oncology: Breaking Through Barriers
https://bit.ly/3Atbq6A
4. How to Improve Recruitment Rates, Reduce Site Burden, and
Avoid Wasted Spending
https://bit.ly/3dTnypT
5. The Advent of New Tech-Driven eCOA in Clinical Research
https://bit.ly/3CAanEM
appliedclinicaltrialsonline.com

eLEARNING:
With increasing trial complexity and decreasing success rate
for oncology assets in the clinical productivity index, it is
critical for small sponsors to identify the right target disease
indication and consider the appropriate biomarker strategies
right from the start of their early clinical development plan. Sign
up for this free, on-demand webinar to learn how JAPAC IQVIA
Biotech leverages data and expertise to support strategic drug
development for early oncology assets to ensure success.
https://bit.ly/3AxmKim
Complex trial designs and the pandemic-fueled acceleration
of decentralized trials has resulted in significant changes in
how and where patient data is captured. Increasingly, clinical
trial data is sourced from various fragmented, disconnected
systems such as, EMR/EHR, eCOA/ePRO, EDC, patient apps,
and connected devices. As a result, companies struggle to keep
pace with the variety, volume, and velocity of digital information
using traditional data management practices and technology.
View this on-demand webinar to learn why ensuring the integrity
and quality of clinical trial data in this new landscape requires
new data management strategies and supporting technologies.
https://bit.ly/3KnkWwC
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FROM THE EDITOR

CRAACO, Moving Trials
Closer to Patients

Lisa Henderson
Editor-in-Chief
It is no surprise
that clinical
trials, as an
industry,
has turned
toward patient
centricity,
leaving the
word “subjects”
behind as too
antiseptic

F

or seven years, The Conference Forum has
hosted the CRAACO® event, which, as stated
on its website (https://theconferenceforum.
org/conferences/clinical-research-as-a-care-option/
history-of-the-event/), through the collaboration of
patient advocates, research physicians and nurses,
FDA reps, pharma clinical operation executives,
and technology companies has provided many
case studies as pathways for industry to follow. The
organization has also added a dedicated quarterly
newsletter, podcasts, and webinars—all toward the
forward motion of CRAACO.
It is no easy feat to get two huge behemoths to
join together. Pharmaceutical drug development
and healthcare systems are in the same pool of the
overall healthcare industry. Treating people with
approved therapies and medicines is only 14% of
the overall healthcare spend, by some reports, but
the overall benefits of medicines clearly cannot be
doubted. However, the divide of clinical trials on
one hand, and healthcare on the other, is fraught
with challenges—data, terminology, process, education, and access.
But at the end of the day, it is the people who
need these treatments as options to improve their
health; that is the central concern, along with
proving the efficacy and safety of the medicines.

It is no surprise that clinical trials, as an industry, has turned toward patient centricity, leaving
the word “subjects” behind as too antiseptic and
separating the person from the trial. “Patients,”
for some, is too broad of a terminology, and most
agree that “participants” is the best term to describe a person in a clinical trial. This is discussed
in a recent podcast with executives from SMO
Panthera Biopartners (https://www.appliedclinicaltrialsonline.com/view/smo-a-model-sustainedby-necessity).
In a separate podcast, Christine McSherry
and Mindy Leffler, the co-founders of the CRO
Casimir, acquired in March by another CRO,
Emmes, talk about the true meaning of patientfocused drug development (https://www.appliedclinicaltrialsonline.com/view/pioneers-in-patientdata-capture). Though heart-wrenching, the two
describe how genuine patient centricity can be
achieved in clinical trials, when access to investigational therapies is the only real option for those
patients with diseases that give them so little time.
In our lead feature this month (page 20), the
topic of CRAACO is explored more toward the
data piece of the puzzle. Not a bad place to start for
researchers and health professionals, in the EHR.
But the end story will always be the people.
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WASHINGTON REPORT

TOP PRIORITY FOR CALIFF
IS COMBATING HEALTH
MISINFORMATION

Jill Wechsler
Washington
Correspondent

Amidst a host of serious challenges for maintaining FDA operations and programs, Commissioner Robert Califf is most determined to
combat erroneous reports about medical treatments and clinical practice. “Misinformation is
the leading cause of death in the United States
today,” Califf stated at an online briefing sponsored by the Alliance for Health Policy on July
28. He noted that a poor understanding of the effects of medical treatments “leads people to make
decisions that are harmful to health.”
Unfortunately, Califf fears that FDA is “actually losing the battle on misinformation” related to
COVID-19, as seen in the large number of Americans who have not been vaccinated,” he observed
in a conversation with the editor of Health Affairs.
Millions of people are refusing vaccines and therapies despite evidence that such treatments can
reduce the risk of dying from the disease by 90%.
“Vaccines are basically working,” Califf stated,
yet he sees many people who won’t take a treatment that’s free and highly effective.
Califf hopes to address this conundrum with a
strategy for dealing with the “avalanche of differing opinions” that is confusing and difficult for
Americans to navigate. This cardiologist recalls
such problems throughout his career, as experts
failed to reach agreement on treatment strategies
for critical conditions. And today, when FDA
makes a regulatory decision, it draws comments
from all corners of the world, he notes, which
ends up providing the public with a “sea of information” that’s difficult to navigate.

BETTER EVIDENCE CRITICAL

Califf’s response is to establish a “better evidencegeneration system” in the US, with expert networks devoted to developing reliable information
and to checking facts to overcome misleading
statements. He recognizes that there is a highly
effective clinical trial system in the US, where
preapproval studies produce needed data on product safety and effectiveness. But problems arise in
postapproval confirmatory studies, where answers
can take years, even decades, to emerge. To gain
needed evidence, Califf would like to see clinical
trials embedded in care and utilizing information
systems that can tap larger samples of patients to
answer questions very quickly.
6
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Clinical research has experienced some success becoming more diverse in several ways,
Califf believes, as seen in “tremendous progress”
in including children in research, a group that
he saw completely left out of clinical trials in the
past. He would like to see similar gains in bringing research to rural America, where inadequate
health care has reduced life expectancy notably.
Califf would like clinical research to address disparities between urban and rural areas, as well
as differing treatment responses of ethnic and
racial populations.
A continuing challenge for FDA is the use of
expedited clinical research approaches to accelerate the development and approval of treatments for lethal and rare diseases. The agency’s
accelerated approval pathway has raised questions about abbreviated testing methods and
chronic delays in follow-on trials. Califf indicated that while abbreviated, single-arm trials
may be appropriate for testing new therapies for
untreated cancers and rare diseases, randomized
trials with proper controls may be more acceptable in providing evidence for treating conditions
with approved therapies.

MULTIPLE CRISES

In addition to addressing the harmful effects of
medical misinformation, Califf faces a host of
regulatory and policy crises across the board.
Not the least is the looming loss of funding due to
delays in Congress reauthorizing user fees and a
new budget for 2023.
In addition, a broad overhaul of the agency’s
oversight of tobacco and related products is a top
priority. With 30 million Americans still using
tobacco, plus a rise in vaping products, Califf
sees FDA entering a new era in tobacco product
oversight, with key decisions looming on menthol
cigarettes and reduced-nicotine products. Califf
anticipates “major disagreements” no matter
what FDA does, but hopes that transparent communications will build support.
Opioid addiction remains a critical challenge.
Califf seeks new strategies for providing education and oversight of prescribing and access to
regulated opioids, while also dealing with a huge
increase in illegal high-dose fentanyl pills sent
through the mail. FDA is preparing a plan for
more collaborative approaches to address these
issues, but Califf recognizes there is “no magic bullet” for dealing with this ongoing national crisis.
ACT
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EU REPORT

GETTING UP TO SPEED ON
NEW TRIAL APPLICATION
SYSTEM HITS HIGH GEAR
Regular readers of Applied Clinical Trials who feel
perfectly relaxed about the new European clinical trials rules are permitted, without feeling at
all smug, to ignore this reminder that there are
fewer than six months left before the system goes
through yet another huge change. As of Jan. 31
2023, no new clinical trial applications in the
EU can be submitted via national systems, and
all initial applications must go via the Clinical
Trials Information System (CTIS). And that’s not
all. There are plenty more changes on the way
too, including on disclosure of trial information.
The European Medicines Agency (EMA),
which is pretty much at the center of the new
system, is not conf ident that everyone knows
enough about CTIS or about the new rules in
general, and how a lot of other things are going
to work from early next year. In conjunction with
national regulators in Europe, it is still working
assiduously at the task it faces in encouraging
clinical trials stakeholders to fully get to grips
with the “inclusive patient-oriented medicines
development and delivery” that the new system is
intended to bring in.
Driving clinical trial applications through
CTIS is meant to lead not only to greater efficiencies, but also to a new degree of transparency. However, how much information is going
to made public—and when—on the database at
the heart of the new system, or on the associated
public website, is still up for grabs. The rules says
that the database “shall be publicly accessible”
unless “confidentiality is justified” in order to
protect personal data, commercially confidential
information, or confidential communication between national authorities. But there are nuances,
such as where there is “overriding public interest
in disclosure.” The fine print of those rules is still
under discussion—including on achieving a common understanding of what may or may not be
considered commercially confidential.
There’s plenty more novelty on the way, too.
What’s in store for complex clinical trials, for
instance? Later in 2022, new recommendations
will be published—and, simultaneously, a workshop will provide the opportunity to discuss and
comment on this new version with a view to
keeping it updated. This could be of particular
interest to anyone contemplating a platform
appliedclinicaltrialsonline.com

trial, since the system at present does not provide for them.
What about decentralized clinical trials? Did
you know that a recommendation on the use of
decentralized elements in clinical trials is also
planned for publication before the end of the
year? If you didn’t, an EMA workshop on Oct.
4 (https://bit.ly/3R2wNCU) may be of interest,
as regulators, ethicists, and good clinical practice
inspectors will be listening to input from sponsors, patients, and investigators prior to the finalization of the recommendation.
And in the background, European regulators
are ref lecting on how to implement the revised
international guideline on good clinical practice, ICH E6 (R3), which describes the responsibilities in relation to monitoring, reporting, and
archiving of trials. New guidelines are in the
pipeline here, too, and in a bid to ensure they are
responsive to current clinical trial practices with
all the diversity of trial designs, data sources, and
different contexts, yet another workshop will be
held later this year prior to the opening of a public consultation on the revised guidance.
Meanwhile, sponsors are increasingly making use of the new system, even while it remains,
until next January, optional (applications are still
being made at national level under the soon-tobe-superseded—and much maligned—2001 clinical trials directive). The latest official figures,
published in late July, show that 195 clinical trial
applications were submitted through CTIS during the six months since the launch of the system
at the end of January 2022. Most (188) were new
applications, four were substantial modifications
of existing applications, and three were to add a
further member state to a trial. Decisions in total
had been issued on 43 applications, split almost
evenly between academic and commercial applications, with 10 already in Phase IV, six in Phase
III, and 16 in Phase II.
The fastest decision took just five days from
submission to decision, but the other 42 received
a decision between 16 and 117 days of application. Of these, four trials were classified at the
end of July as “ongoing”—which means that
they had been authorized in at least one member state and recruitment of patients had started
at the clinical investigator sites. For comparison, there had been just 14 applications when
this column last visited the question in May
(https://bit.ly/3RflVRO).

Peter O’Donnell
Brussels
Correspondent

ACT
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Q&A

FILLING THE GAPS IN CLINICAL
TRIAL EDUCATION, LITERACY

Kevin Aniskovich
President and CEO,
Jumo Health

Jumo Health, a global provider of age appropriate,
culturally sensitive medical education resources for
patients and caregivers, branched into the clinical
trials space three years ago. In this Q&A, Kevin
Aniskovich, president and CEO of Jumo Health,
discusses its foray into the clinical trials arena,
which includes delivering multimedia educational
resources to more than 200 trials spanning 90-plus
languages in more than 75 countries.
ACT: Jumo Health has experienced significant growth. Could you explain where the
clinical trials program was a few years ago
compared to now? How has it evolved?
Kevin Aniskovich: Prior to 2019, our work was
focused on condition-specific resources for pediatric patients, primarily through our comic book
line, Medikidz. In 2019, while researching areas
for expansion, we uncovered massive deficiencies
in clinical research within the areas of informed
consent, enrollment, retention, and compliance.
After further investigation, we developed a thesis
that these issues stem from several incorrect assumptions that people understand their condition; appreciate the complexities of study protocols and how it can impact their participation and
the expectations therein; and comprehend the
written word, particularly as it relates to sophisticated legal language use in documents surrounding informed consent/assent.
We decided to focus on creating actionable educational materials for use in clinical trials. The initial go-to-market strategy was simple—as experts
in pediatrics, we sought to provide age-appropriate resources for children and further segmented
those resources by age cohort. We quickly expanded beyond comic books to include digital and
video solutions to better reflect the way in which
our target populations consume information.
What prompted Jumo Health to identify
the need for more health literacy?
KA: With each trial, our learnings continued to
inform product development, but also provided
a greater understanding of the role that health
literacy and culture play in the success or failure of
a trial. What started out as providing resources for
a pediatric population, began to include adult participants as we saw the impact that health literacy
and reading comprehension plays within all ages.

8
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We sought the root cause for the def iciencies in clinical trial recruitment and retention
and compliance-related issues. What we found
was staggering—only 10% of adults are considered proficient in matters of health care; 50% of
adults are able to read above an 8th-grade level.
As we examined the types of materials that most
sites and sponsors provided to participants and
caregivers, we learned that most materials were
written at elevated grade levels—often beyond
12th grade—which is simply unacceptable. We
can’t expect compliance if we don’t take the time
to provide the requisite information in a way the
recipient can understand and act upon.
What types of media are you using to teach
patients about diseases and clinical trials?
KA: Jumo Health endeavors to meet the patient
in a place that is familiar and convenient to how
they learn best. To that end, we provide a broad
range of resources in multiple mediums, including print, which includes graphic novels to f lip
charts; digital media, such as online activities
to virtual reality; and both live action and animation videos. Our resources can be provided
throughout the patient journey.
These resources are customized based on
the age and culture of their target audience. Could you explain or give an example
of how they can be so different?
KA: For example, the story line and 2D animation
that will resonate with a 17-year-old white female
with type 2 diabetes from Boston, MA, may not
have the same impact with a 48-year-old Black
male with type 2 diabetes from Jackson, MS, who
may wish to watch a live-action video from someone sharing past experiences. We deliver evidencebased information in a relatable way that takes into
account health literacy, reading comprehension,
and cultural sensitivities, if the sponsor desires.
What’s next for Jumo Health in clinical trials?
KA: Without giving too much away, we will say
that COVID shined a beautiful bright light on clinical research—including the lack of health equity—
and the aspects that require a collective effort to
cure. Jumo Health will focus squarely on its role to
increase participation rates within traditionally underrepresented populations, which we will do alongside a local advocacy network across all our markets.
An informed patient is a successful patient.
ACT
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DATA COLLECTION

Critical Path
Institute’s Electronic
Clinical Outcome
Assessment (eCOA)
Consortium

EVALUATING THE USE
OF BACKUP SOLUTIONS
FOR ePRO SYSTEMS
Despite its established disadvantages1-3, paper
backups to electronic patient-reported outcome
(ePRO) systems are still requested and used.
Web-based backup is often proposed as a practical solution with significant advantages over
paper, yet given the frequency of requests for paper backup in lieu of or in addition to web-based
backup, the web-based approach has evidently
not sufficiently alleviated concerns. Here, in Part
1 of a two-point series, we offer a retrospective
examination of the effectiveness, usability, and
challenges with web-based electronic clinical
outcome assessment (eCOA) backups. Part 2 will
present results from a survey of sponsor organizations evaluating the frequency of adoption, the
justifications for selecting specific backup solutions, reasons for the persistence of paper, and
how backup data are evaluated.

WEB-BASED BACKUP

The benefits of web-based backup over paper
backup for ePRO data collection are well established4. Web-based backup not only aligns with
regulatory guidance pertaining to ALCOA+
(attributable, legible, contemporaneous, original,
accurate, complete, consistent, enduring, and
available) principles 5, but also incorporates the
design benefits of electronic methods like logical branching, forced ordering, and timestamps.
Given the prevalence of internet availability, it
could be reasonably assumed that web backups
present the ideal solution to acquire PRO data
in the field that is of superior quality when compared to paper. Web-based backup is not without
its challenges.
The solution does require (minimal) additional
training for trial participants and sites and may
require alternative login information, which is
generally unappealing to users. In addition, there
may be issues with browser compatibility with
personal devices or access to suitable web-enabled
devices for both trial participants and site staff.
Depending on the eCOA provider, a web-based
backup could require additional cost and add
operational demands that may impact trial timelines. We hypothesize that these challenges are
the principal reasons paper backup persists.
Web-based backup was introduced as one of
many solutions to mitigate device loss or failure
10
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at home and/or at sites. According to an informal poll of the eCOA provider member firms of
the eCOA Consortium, device failure is attributed to less than 1% of devices used in the field.
As such, web-based backup historically has been
of limited need in clinical trials.

COVID-19 PANDEMIC

While web-based approaches have certainly been
used as the primary data capture method in clinical trials, this approach gained significant additional interest and adoption as a result of the
COVID-19 pandemic. The pandemic not only
disrupted participants’ ability to visit a site, but it
also impacted supply chains and associated distribution hubs and pathways for management of
provisioned devices and accessories. FDA encouraged clinical trial sponsors to embrace alternative
methods of data collection, including remote
eCOA data capture.6 In response to that guidance, the eCOA Consortium offered web-based
eCOA as one of the viable options to mitigate risk
and reduce missing data7, and some eCOA providers repurposed their web-based backup solutions to provide this alternative primary solution.
The primary differences between web-based
backup (pre-pandemic) and web-based eCOA
(mid-pandemic) were the removal of managed
or limited access to the field-based web system
and replacement of site-based tablet ePRO with
remote web-based ePRO.

LASTING IMPACT?

The increased use of web-based backup during
the pandemic was unanticipated but should lead
to reconsideration of backup solutions overall.
Given how web-based backup is built to mimic
app-based solutions and the compelling amount
of data supporting measurement comparability
when best practices are implemented, there is
sufficient evidence to support a more f lexible,
device- and location-agnostic approach to ePRO;
web-based ePRO is a trusted approach already.
Instead of relegating web-based solutions to
backup only, we should consider them as an
integral component of a flexible bring your own
device (BYOD) model with greater applications
to support traditional, hybrid, and fully decentralized clinical trials. We hypothesize that by
allowing greater flexibility in the eCOA technology solution we will reduce the need for backups,
specifically paper.
ACT
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Authored on behalf of Critical Path Institute’s eCOA
Consortium by Lisa Charlton, Senior Director, eCOA,
Science 37; Shelly Steele, Senior Scientific Advisor, eCOA,
WCG Clinical Endpoint Solutions; Celeste Elash, Vice
President, eCOA Science, YPrime; and Scottie Kern, Executive Director, eCOA Consortium
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The drug development enterprise is undergoing
a steady transformation catalyzed by three broad
movements. Unfolding simultaneously, converging, each movement is interacting with and facilitating the others to ultimately realize a future
where therapeutic innovation and healthcare
delivery are highly customized to serve the needs
of the individual patient.
Each broad movement holds great promise
not only for patients living with and managing
their disease, but also for driving improvements
in drug development science and execution. The
f irst—precision or personalized medicine—is
based on deep understanding of the molecular
basis (e.g., the genetic and biologic underpinnings) and the social determinants of disease.
With support from large databases, informatics, technologies, and advanced analytics we’re
able to target highly stratified patient subpopulations—eventually at the individual patient level—
resulting in smaller and faster clinical trials, fewer
adverse outcomes, greater likelihood of a treatment response, higher probability of approval,
and lower overall development costs.
The personalized medicine movement in drug
development has already delivered remarkable
treatments to patients, most notably in oncology and immunology. And our pipelines have
many more to come: Nearly all drugs in R&D
for cancer-related diseases, and 60% in R&D for
other diseases, now rely on genetic information
and biomarker data. And almost 40% of all FDA
approvals are now personalized medicines.
The patient engagement movement has instilled enterprise-wide passion and commitment
and has produced a variety of approaches to amplify patient voices and inform our understanding
of the unique needs that communities and individuals face when living with the burden of disease and when accommodating clinical research
in their health journey.
Patient and community engagement informs
and enriches clinical trial planning and the clinical trial participation experience; motivates our
efforts to bring clinical trials to wherever and
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whenever patients can most easily and conveniently participate; and improves communication
effectiveness, transparency and disclosure.
Ultimately this second movement ensures that
we are measuring outcomes that are the most
clinically meaningful and relevant as defined by
the community living with a given disease; and
promises to deliver more feasible, faster clinical
trials with better enrollment and retention rates,
proportional representation according to disease
prevalence by race and ethnicity and other individual characteristics, fewer unplanned and unbudgeted protocol amendments, higher approval
rates, and accelerated commercialization.
A n assessment of articles referenced in
PubMed shows a five-fold increase in the number of clinical trials supported by patient-centric
practices between 2015 and 2020. A growing
number of clinical trials, for example, are soliciting patient input (e.g., patient advisory boards
and input panels) into protocol design and returning plain language clinical trial results summaries. In a small number of cases, they are returning unblinded personalized trial results.
Many clinical trials offer a wide variety of
convenience-enhancing options, including transportation assistance; easier reimbursement and
compensation; and virtual and remote (“decentralized”) support for clinical trial participants.
The third movement—the advent and adoption of digital technologies and data analytics—
is enabling the collection of, and faster access to,
much higher volumes of scientific and operating
data that can be interrogated and shared, from
which rich insights can be drawn and applied.
This movement promises efficiency through automation and connectivity, improvements in data
quality and research integrity, time savings and
acceleration through faster data analysis, faster
and more accurate recognition and response to
data patterns, and the ability to anticipate risk
and predict outcomes.
Growth in the volume and diversity of data
that we are already collecting, curating, and
managing is astounding. Each pivotal trial today
collects an estimated 3.5 million datapoints, a
four-fold increase in the average number of datapoints collected 10 years ago.
The many solutions and capabilities available
ultimately give each individual patient options
to participate in essentially custom-built clinical
trial experiences.
appliedclinicaltrialsonline.com
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A PRESSING PARADOX

Although these movements have been unfolding
for at least 10 years, they have yet to achieve their
compelling and anticipated benefits to drug development operations and execution. Research conducted by the Tufts Center for the Study of Drug
Development and by others indicates that drug
development failure rates are the highest they
have ever been; the average overall duration of
a development program and of a clinical trial by
phase is not getting faster—they are taking longer
and the durations are less predictable; recruitment and retention rates are at their lowest in history—particularly in oncology and rare diseases
(two dominant segments of the R&D pipeline);
the perennial 4% to 6% increase in overall R&D
spending shows no sign of slowing; and we are
observing higher levels of inefficiency and performance volatility.
A partial explanation for these outcomes lies
in the paradoxical nature of our collective efforts
to realize a future where therapeutic innovation
and healthcare delivery are highly customized.
Specifically, the closer we get to serving each
individual patient, the more R&D personnel,
infrastructure, collaborators, vendors, oversight,
technology platforms, and solutions that must be
engaged, deployed, coordinated, and integrated.
Customization is offering seemingly exponential
growth in the number of options to meet individual patient preferences and needs, but customization is also dramatically increasing scientific and
operating complexity, fragmentation and scope –
the very factors associated with and predictive of
poor and inconsistent performance, inefficiency,
rising cost and risk.
How can we address this paradox? How can
these movements realize their full potential and
promise?
It has been suggested that we cannot continue
to use 20th century drug development operating
models, cultures, and mindsets to optimize the
value of 21st century solutions. Tufts CSDD research supports this notion. For decades, we have
observed outliers and case examples that have
delivered distinct performance, efficiency, and
cost improvements. To name but a few: patient
and community-engaged development planning;
adaptive, master and novel protocol designs;
highly targeted resource allocation and vendor
selection; frequent communication; broad and
open collaboration; and data sharing. But these
examples have remained isolated instances.
appliedclinicaltrialsonline.com

COVID’S TRUE LEGACY

Our remarkable success during the COVID-19
pandemic is widely acknowledged. Together,
we have dramatically compressed drug development timelines and shortened between-phase
transitions to deliver safe and effective vaccines
and a burgeoning pipeline in unprecedented
speed and efficiency.
We have long recognized the individual factors that ultimately contributed to our successful
response:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Trusted, open collaboration
Public-private partnership
Shared data and development risk
Leveraged platforms and infrastructure
Community and clinical care engagement
Rapid deployment of virtual and
remote technology
Proactive and accommodating oversight

During the pandemic, the key was not the
individual contributing factors, it was the simultaneous, cohesive, synchronous, and holistic way
that these factors were managed, coordinated,
and implemented by all stakeholders and partners across the global clinical research and clinical care enterprises. True, our experience during
the pandemic exposed gaps and opportunities for
improvement in infrastructure, including public
messaging, community engagement, and last
mile drug supply and delivery.
Our collective, collaborative response to the
pandemic represents the “Mother” of all proofof-concept tests and its legacy will be the way
it unlocked a new drug development operating
paradigm moving forward.
Can the singular focus of a global health crises
be replicated in other areas of unmet medical
need? We are already seeing development teams
pushing the envelope and applying insights from
the pandemic: they are forming larger, more
open and agile collaborative teams; conducting
more pragmatic and collaborative studies; leveraging more real-world evidence; and coordinating and integrating decentralized and clinical
care infrastructure.
Lessons from our pandemic experience affirm
much of what we have long known and so much
more. They magnify and demonstrate a path forward toward realizing a future where each study
volunteer participates in the right trial and where
each individual patient receives the right treatment, in the right dose, at the right time.
ACT
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Four Key Trends for
Identifying Regulator and
Payer Evidence Needs in
Oncology Drug Development
How to leverage novel trial designs and real-world data
to support a cancer drug submission with an evidence
strategy that is both approvable and reimbursable.

O

Introduction

Alex Gee
Senior Director,
Pricing & Market
Access
Parexel

ver the past decade, oncology drug development has been at the forefront of
regulatory, scientif ic, and clinical advances, from expedited mechanisms to biomarkers to adaptive trials. The COVID-19 pandemic
has only accelerated the adoption of regulator
and payer acceptance of innovations in the oncology space, such as decentralized clinical trials (DCTs) and real-world data (RWD). There
will be no going back to a pre-COVID world.
To succeed in this evolving landscape, developers need to create oncolog y therapies that
are both approvable and reimbursable. This
requires a solid, integrated evidence strateg y
that accommodates the necessary data to support regulators’ safety, quality, and eff icacy requirements. Ultimately, sponsors must decisively
demonstrate how any new therapy is relevant to
patients’ real lives.
To discuss recent advancements in evidence
needed to support oncology drug development,
experts from Parexel shared insights from both
the regulatory as well as the payer perspective on
key topics.
• B enefits of early advice in oncology strategy
development

• Acceptance of novel trial designs versus traditional evidentiary standards

• E v id ence con sid er ation s for acceler ated
approvals

• O ptions for filling evidence gaps by utilizing
RWD when relying on single-arm studies to support applications.
14
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The impact of the COVID-19
pandemic on oncology
drug development

The impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on regulatory bodies in the oncology space has been
relatively limited. In 2021, the US Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) oncology program
was on par with pre-pandemic activity. They
approved 16 New Molecular Entity (NME) applications, 50 Pre-Market Approval (PMA) supplements for new indications, 25 Breakthrough
Therapy designations, 58 Fast Track designations, and 70 Priority Review designations. Not
only did the level of Investigational New Drug
(IND) submissions continue to increase historically between 2019 and 2021, but oncology also
represented a greater proportion of the INDs
(Figure 1).
From a payer perspective, the COVID-19 pandemic produced several persistent changes in
market dynamics. First, clinical trials have been
delayed, creating a chokepoint in the drug development pipeline. Second, patients have been
restricted from accessing services, resulting in
delayed diagnoses and potential disruptions to
therapy. Third, there has been a new emphasis
on accelerating the movement of treatment into
the community setting. Fourth, health technolog y assessments/appraisals (HTAs) have been
delayed due to the prioritization of COVID-19
and the pandemics’ impact on the workforce and
practices. The overall economic forecast, and the
forecast for drug budgets, have also been subdued
due to the pandemic.
appliedclinicaltrialsonline.com
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FIGURE 1. Post-Pandemic Market Takes Shape

1. Benefits of early advice in
oncology strategy development

Sponsors can be highly strategic in the current
landscape by seeking regulatory and payer advice
early in the drug development process. In the past
two years, the FDA Oncology Center of Excellence has announced a number of programs that
affect oncology drug development. One example is
Project Optimus. This aims to improve collaboration among stakeholders to optimize the dose and
regimen of novel agents prior to starting a pivotal
trial. It represents a policy shift in oncology to be
more in line with other therapeutic areas. Examining more than one dose in a randomized setting
is required to reduce the need for post-marketing
dose optimization requirements. Another example
is an initiative to promote the transparency of
outcomes related to accelerated approvals, particularly when confirmatory studies have not conf irmed clinical benef it but for which marketing
authorization continues—so-called “dangling”
accelerated approvals.
Two other examples of programs that outline
policy shifts are concerned with issues of diversity,
equity, and inclusion. First is the 2017 amendment
to the Pediatric Research Equity Act. Historically,
companies could get a waiver from the FDA for
submitting a pediatric oncology development plan,
appliedclinicaltrialsonline.com

particularly if there was an orphan designation or
the targeted type of cancer did not normally appear in pediatric patients. Currently, any original
New Drug Application (NDA) or Biologics License
Application (BLA) submitted on or after August
18, 2020 for a new active ingredient must contain
a molecularly targeted pediatric cancer investigation if the drug is directed at a molecular target that
the FDA determines to be substantially relevant to
the growth or progression of the pediatric cancer.
Of note, this requirement applies even if the adult
cancer indication does not occur in the pediatric
population and even if the drug has an orphan designation. This is a big change from what had been
practiced previously in the United States.
Although guidance is still emerging, Project
Equity represents a second program in diversity,
equity, and inclusion. The goals include:
• D eveloping and promoting policies to ensure
adequate enrollment of historically underrepresented and vulnerable subgroups in oncology
clinical trials
• C ollaborating with stakeholders on research,
policy, and educational initiatives to promote
access to and advance equity in clinical trials
• C onducting and presenting data analyses in
ways that facilitate the evaluation of outcomes
across diverse subgroups

Applied Clinical Trials • September 2022
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FIGURE 2. Regulatory and Payer Side Advice

Given all these recent policy shifts, regulatory
advice is best sought early and often. Prospective
changes to clinical development plans or studies are
better received than ad-hoc adjustments. From the
payer perspective, “go early and go often” remains
very good advice. It can be useful to access advice
simultaneously from the regulatory and payer sides,
particularly when the product is highly innovative,
first-in-class, targets an ultra-orphan condition, has
an immature data package, and/or requires an indepth health economics discussion (Figure 2). Informal advice from multidisciplinary advisory boards
and interviews is helpful. More formally, various
health technology assessment bodies provide nonbinding advice; however, go forward with a mindset
that any proffered advice will be acted upon.

2. Acceptance of novel
clinical trial designs

The field of oncology continues to lead in terms of
novel clinical trial designs, including basket studies,
platform studies, seamless phase 2/3 studies, and
sample size re-estimation. All of these have been
used to support pivotal studies. In 2020, the FDA
launched Project Significant, a collaboration with
the American Statistical Association, which promotes international collaboration among stakeholders to improve clinical trial designs and analyses in
the oncology space. There have been seven publica16
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tions released to date from this collaboration, with
more guidance forthcoming.
While novel trial designs are becoming more acceptable to regulatory agencies, they can remain a
struggle for payers. Cancers with small populations
have unique challenges, leading to uncertainties that
erode value. First, for many rare cancers, epidemiology and burden of illness data are lacking. Additionally, there are usually limited treatment guidelines
and an unclear standard of care. There are often no
branded comparators and no prior clinical trials in
the disease space. Recruitment can be difficult, making randomized controlled trials impossible. Novel
trial designs that use small study populations are
often used instead, such as the single-arm trial.
A single-arm trial can provide data sufficient to
accelerate development and approval from a regulatory perspective. From a payer perspective, the lack of
a control arm means that it is impossible to separate
study effects from treatment outcomes. This is problematic when the key question is whether or not the
drug offers value over the current standard of care.
Adding to the complexity from the payer perspective
is the use of surrogate endpoints. Regulators are very
comfortable with surrogate endpoints, like overall response rate (ORR) and progression-free survival (PFS),
standing in for overall survival (OS). Payers would like
to run cost-effectiveness assessments, and the extent to
which treatment extends life is a major driver of those
appliedclinicaltrialsonline.com
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FIGURE 3. Reimbursement for Payers

assessments. Unfortunately, PFS and ORR do not
always correlate to improved OS in oncology indications. Payers may be assessing a single-arm trial with
a small population using a surrogate endpoint. Those
levels of uncertainty are cumulative, and cumulative
uncertainty erodes the value of the product.

3. Evidence considerations
in oncology development

Recently, there has been heightened scrutiny toward
the FDA around accelerated approvals in the oncology space. Project Confirm was introduced in 2021
and has resulted in a searchable product database that
is available to the public. Listings for products include
which indications have been studied and when. They
also indicate if any clinical benefit has been verified,
pending verification through ongoing studies, or has
not been verified, and the product has been withdrawn. The FDA has emphasized assessing dangling
accelerated approvals, which are products for which
clinical benefit has not been confirmed but for which
marketing authorization continues. A number of recent Oncologic Drug Advisory Committee (ODAC)
meetings have resulted in withdrawals of accelerated
approval where confirmation of clinical benefit was
not forthcoming or where confirmatory studies were
not successful. The FDA will accept single-arm studies
using surrogate endpoints as evidence for an accelerated approval; however, the agency is now requiring
confirmatory data more quickly thereafter.
On the payer side, there are significant challenges in demonstrating the economic value of new
appliedclinicaltrialsonline.com

oncology therapies, particularly in rare diseases.
Demonstrating value is especially challenging when
a novel therapy is indicated for use in a combination
regimen. It is then necessary to demonstrate value for
an expensive novel therapeutic added to an already
expensive combination regimen. There are many
innovative reimbursement approaches that can be
taken to mitigate these challenges for payers, as seen
in Figure 3. While these come in a variety of forms,
all reduce the risk by reducing or eliminating a large,
up-front payment. Unfortunately, none of these options is a magic bullet because each has a level of
complexity and cost attached to it.

4. Filling the evidence gaps
in oncology drug development

Two current trends in filling evidence gaps in oncology drug development are dose optimization
and RWD. Dose optimization is an important issue
because the FDA has indicated it will put pivotal
studies on hold if a sponsor does not have an appropriately justified dose and regimen, and the agency
has become unsupportive of post-marketing requirements for dose optimization. It is thus critical
to justify the dose and regimen as early as possible
in the phase 1/2 stage.
RWD has historically been used in rare disease
settings to fill data gaps in regulatory submissions by
furnishing comparator evidence. However, one rare
disease example of a case in which RWD furnished
primary evidence was with a breast cancer product. The product was initially approved as part of
Applied Clinical Trials • September 2022
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FIGURE 4. Global Views of RWD

a combination regimen for women only, and RWD
was successfully used to support an extension to
men as well. There are other rare disease examples
of RWD used as primary evidence for efficacy and
safety in cases of the contribution of components to
a combination regimen. Note that even when RWD
has been used as primary evidence, the analyses are
rarely included in labeling.
While guidance about RWD is available from
many regulatory agencies, it typically focuses on technical aspects of data acquisition, auditing, and handling and has been much less detailed on how to support submissions. In terms of HTA evaluations, RWD
are used to reduce uncertainty and, therefore, risk.
Most international agencies have frameworks in place
to support the use of RWD (Figure 4). It is critical to
plan for its use in advance and to work with payers to
establish what will be accepted and what will not. As
more RWD comes into play, more provisional approvals may be granted in the next few years.

Case study: Comparing
an existing treatment arm
with an external control arm

Parexel was brought on board to assist a sponsor with
preparing for a regulatory submission in a rare disease space based upon a single-arm, open-label phase
2 study that required a historical comparator cohort.
There was little precedent from which to draw guidance for a successful submission because there were
few examples of RWD used successfully to support a
marketing application at the time of this study. There
were also quite ambitious timelines to meet. Parexel’s
approach included collaborative support from our
clinical operations, regulatory, and RWD teams to
develop and implement a unique study design that
leveraged US electronic medical record data and US
and European Union (EU) site-generated data for the
18
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external control arm. The project plan was optimized
to include validation, interim analysis, and full reporting. Partner technologies were harnessed for data
aggregation and de-duplication for US patients across
data sources. Multidisciplinary experience across
teams was used to inform best practices for risk identification and mitigation. This was a very successful
case, and applications for this product were supported
for regulatory approval in both the US and EU.

Conclusion

It is clear that the COVID-19 pandemic has produced and accelerated persistent changes in market
dynamics in the oncology space. To be successful,
oncology drug development strategies should include
seeking regulatory and payer advice early in the process and acting upon any guidance received. Seeking
informal advice from multidisciplinary advisory
boards and interviews is also recommended. This
is particularly true when relying upon novel trial
designs, such as single-arm trials, basket studies, or
RWD, all of which have gained acceptance by regulatory agencies but can face challenges with payers.
The use of surrogate endpoints can add complexity
and uncertainty, which can erode value if sponsors
are not aware of mitigation strategies. Many oncology drugs are approved under an accelerated approval process, which is facing increasing regulatory
scrutiny at this time. Sponsors must work with regulatory agencies and payers to establish what types of
evidentiary support will be accepted and what will
not. Consider that the data package at launch will
need to evolve relatively quickly post-launch to verify
clinical benefit and ensure continued approval. Partnering with a multidisciplinary, experienced team
to inform best practices for risk identification and
mitigation throughout the process can make the difference between product approval or withdrawal.
ACT
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‘Record’ Gains in Bringing
Research Closer to the Patient
Experts discuss solving the EHR-compatibility puzzle in point-of-care trials
Editor’s note: Industry recognition for the clinical research
as a care option, or CRAACO, movement goes to The Conference Forum, which has hosted the conference of the same
name, for seven years. This year’s CRAACO event was held
Sept. 12 and Applied Clinical Trials, at the time of this
writing, is looking forward to attending and learning more
from many of the speakers featured in this article.

A

t the Icahn School of Medicine at Mount
Sinai, researchers are laying the groundwork for future massive genotype-based
studies. Within three to six years, the database is
expected to hold the sequenced DNA samples of
one million people—all patients of the Mount Sinai
Hospital System.  
In Oregon and California, researchers wanted to
see if people who were overdue for a colon cancer
screening test would take one if they were mailed a
FIT test. It took one year to identify 41,193 people
in 26 federally qualified health clinics.1
And in the Northwell Health System, researchers
culled their electronic health record (EHR) system
for patients with specific COVID-19 symptoms to
help them determine whether the use of famotidine would shorten the number of days a COVID
patient contended with symptoms. They found 55
fitting the bill within six weeks.2
At the University of California, San Francisco, and across
the country at Temple Universit y Hospita l, oncolog ist researcher Laura Esserman, MD,
MBA, and pulmonologist Gerard Criner, MD, respectively,
Gerard Criner, have been using t heir EH R
MD
systems for years to run prag©2016 Barbara Ries
matic trials and to find eligible
clinical trial patients in their respective clinics. 3,4
Once found, the medical teams embed the trial
into patient care.
If you are wondering if this article concerns
EHRs and compatibility, you’d be correct. If you
are thinking it concerns ways in which clinical
appliedclinicaltrialsonline.com
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trials can be run with less money and fewer data
points, you’d also be accurate. And if you think
it’s about improving patient care where they receive care—all while advancing research—you
are spot on.
What these researchers are doing bears little
resemblance to the classic, rigidly run, interventional clinical trial. Trial phases blend into one
another. In some cases, molecules under inspection that aren’t working are eliminated as early
as possible from the trial; molecules that do work
are tested under more scrutiny. With clinical trials, time means money.
A key point: A l l enrol led
patients were found after serious mining into the provider’s
EH R. So yes, point of care
works in large healthcare establishments, with f luid EHR
systems. So yes again, point of
Amy Cramer
care is not a routine approach
in most trials. A serious problem, says Amy Cramer, steering committee board co-chair for the
HL7 FHIR Accelerator Vulcan, is that most trials are still conducted using paper processes. Researchers need the data before the trial is started,
she adds.
It is all about the technology,
Christina Brennan, MD, vice
president, clinical research at
Northwell Health, tells Applied
Clinical Trials. “We wouldn’t have
been able to do [the famotidine
trial] without” the EHR system,
Christina
she says. Everything Northwell
Brennan,
MD
could determine about its potential recruitment prospects came from its system,
as did all inputted data that led to results. “We
screened thousands of patients for eligibility.”
At Temple University Hospital, running trials
and treating patients have gone hand in hand for
a few years. “Our clinical research program is
not separate from our clinical care or our acaApplied Clinical Trials • September 2022
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demic mission,” said Criner, also chair and professor, Thoracic Medicine and Surgery, Lewis Katz
School of Medicine at Temple University; and director, Temple Lung Center, in a published interview3, who also reviewed this included information
for accuracy. “If you embed it into your care program and your care program has to address what
the needs of the patient community you treat are,
you can’t help but make everything better—your
research, clinical care, and training.”
As to what this clinical trial approach is called,
there is no universal name. Brennan says she didn’t
think point of care was applicable, and preferred
clinical research as a care option, or precision/personalized medicine.
According to FDA—which, by the way, is a
big supporter of embedding clinical research at
the point of care–“Point of care trials take place
in a clinical practice environment and make use
of clinical infrastructure and personnel for trialrelated activities.” A successful trial, an agency
spokesperson continued, “may shorten the time
needed to obtain safety and efficacy data for medical products.”
But do not think these trials are allowed to confuse real-world data (RWD) with real-world evidence (RWE). FDA, in its 2018 framework document, 5 defined RWD as the data relating to patient
health status and/or the delivery of health care
routinely collected from a variety of sources, and
RWE is the clinical evidence regarding a medical
product’s use and potential benefits or risks derived
from analysis of RWD.
Says researcher Rachele Hendricks-Sturrup, DHSc, research
director for real-world evidence
at the Margolis Health Center
at Duke University: “Healthcare
data is not real-world evidence
until it is combined with realRachele
world data.”
Hendricks-Sturrup
Taking the 30,000-foot view,
Jodyn Platt, PhD, MPH, an assistant professor of
learning health sciences at the University of Michigan, says health care should be viewed as a point of
learning. “There’s a fine line between quality improvement and research” in order to learn from that
data to give better care.
But it could be worth it, Platt says. If researchers
have the opportunity to use a system that allows
them to see what is done correctly or not, “we have
20
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the potential for making the [healthcare system]
better for everyone,” she says. “If we can think strategically, we can make the process better.”

One process

Esserman, who built her approach to breast cancer
trials in the early 2010s, described how the process
works at the UCSF Breast Cancer Center. All
registration data are collected and cleaned within
24 hours.4
Each patient’s information regarding response to
the therapy is used to build on to the next patient.
This is all about finding early indicators of response
and eliminating data detritus, which, says Esserman, clouds results.
The idea, she adds, is to have
real-time data collection. “All
data sets must be complete before randomization,” Platt says.
“We are trying to focus on the
data that inform the primary
endpoints, so that we are less
Jodyn Platt,
burdened with data of ancillary
PhD, MPH
interest.”
She elaborates that most data, 90%, collected in
trials is irrelevant because it is never used or “not
germane to the primary endpoint.” And since all
data collection requires time and money, more
thoughtful decisions about what to collect matters.
It is a model other are adopting or participating in,
including FDA and the National Cancer Institute.7

Examples of embedded trials

In Northwell’s double-blind, placebo-controlled
study on famotidine, researchers collected 1,358
data points from 55 patients with COVID; one arm
got the famotidine, the other, placebo. Those in the
control arm improved three days more quickly. All
samples and all treatment were administered in
the patients’ homes. The cost of the trial was less
than $1.5 million. 2 The success of the study and
its cheaper cost have convinced Northwell that
the model is worth incorporating into their trial
formats. Along with this more patient-centric approach, Brennan says that hybrid trials are being
requested more by sponsors.
Between 2014 through 2016, Mount Sinai used
EHRs to find 2,050 patients of West-African ancestry with hypertension, no chronic kidney disease,
and genotyped them for the APOL1 risk variant,
which could be deadly for those subgroups.6 Once
appliedclinicaltrialsonline.com
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patients were found through the EHRs, study coordinators mailed invitations and then followed up
with phone calls of those who declined, “and intercepted potentially eligible patients at clinics when
they were hard to reach,” according to the study.
The point of the trial was to quickly return genetic
results to a randomized group to see how patient
outcomes would be affected.
The intervention group reduced their blood pressure and adopted more healthy behaviors. The
high-risk patients dropped their systolic blood pressure by 3.6%; the controls dropped by 1.3%.
“These results may support an
approach of broad implementation of genetic medicine in primary care for certain use cases,”
concluded Girish N. Nadkarni,
MD, MPH, Irene and Dr. Arthur
M. Fishberg professor of MediGirish N.
cine, Icahn School of Medicine at
Nadkarni,
MD
6
Mount Sinai, et al., in the study.

The issues

As to the question of just how common point of care
trial research actually is, everyone interviewed had
the same answer—it isn’t.
“There is a lot of activity in this space. But it
is fragmented, as is our healthcare system,” says
Platt. Her specialty is studying trust in the US
healthcare system. Developing measures of trust
to monitor how trial enrollees are faring is in the
works, she she adds. “It is a huge issue because of
digital care in the home.” What happens to the
data if third parties are involved, or if a startup
company that was monitoring patient progress
dissolves? “How does your data live with this?”
asks Platt.
She and her staff are starting research in artificial intelligence and how patients trust the technology in their healthcare systems. “That is a key
research question—it’s a new form of technology
that has little oversight, from institutions and government. We need to understand what the public
feels like when they have a stake in the field.”

Models, theories, and blips

In May, the Duke University Margolis Center for
Health Policy published a white paper on point
of care-incorporated trials. 8 It defined one aspect
of the point-of-care scenario as: Using an EHR
for enrollment, data collection, and randomizaappliedclinicaltrialsonline.com

We are trying to focus
on the data that inform
the primary endpoints,
so that we are less
burdened with data
of ancillary interest
tion; running the trial where patient care occurs;
and combining research and clinical care delivery
workf lows. “The focus is on the trial participants,”
says Hendricks-Sturrup, a co-author. “We want to
achieve better screening, consent, randomization,
and data collection, then incorporating those finds
into routine care.”
The difference between other trial designs and
those that use point of care, says Hendricks-Sturrup, is that point of care is designed “to know if the
therapy is efficacious across all populations.”
Margolis is working to resolve issues that could
impede point-of-care progress, such as who runs
the trial, who should pay for it, and how can data
be collected and handled in an easy fashion across
different systems? A major point is not adding burden to providers. “We are working to tackle policy,” says Trevan Locke, PhD, assistant research
director for Margolis.
As for the blip, researchers for the colon cancer screening trial learned that buy-in from staff
involved in the trial is essential. Staff at the various federally qualified health clinics didn’t all do
as the researchers asked, like installing a piece
of software into their EHRs to f ind and track
possible participants. Researchers stated: “For
most of the participating health centers, [this
trial] represented the first time EHR tools were
used to deliver cancer screening services outside
the clinic. Implementation might have increased
with experience.”1

In the future

Alexander Charney, MD, PhD, associate professor, departments of psychiatry and genetics and
genomic sciences, and co-director of the Mount
Sinai Million Health Discoveries Program, says
that as it acquires patient samples, it is gaining approvals for future trials. No studies are established
yet, he says.
Applied Clinical Trials • September 2022
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We don’t want to go back to the former
ways and traditional methods of running
a trial. When we saw how to pivot in
COVID, we were able to [be flexible]
“But let’s fast-forward f ive
years,” Charney continues. A
sponsor wants to run a trial comparing therapy X to therapy Y,
when half of the patients have a
certain genetic variant. “If a researcher wants to do that trial,
Alexander
five years from now, patients will
Charney,
already have consented,” he adds.
MD, PhD
“We have laid the groundwork.”
All 17 hospitals and clinics in the Mount Sinai
Health System will be recruiting for this project,
which is being underwritten by Regeneron. The
volume of patients and unification of Mount Sinai’s
operations make the enrollment goal possible, says
Charney. His fellow co-director, Nadkarni, says enrollment is going slowly for a purpose.
“We want to make sure systems are good to go,”
he tells Applied Clinical Trials, and that safeguards are
working, like ensuring patients are not duplicated in
the system. The platform, he notes, meets all NIH
and Department of Defense security standards.
Partnering with Regeneron, says Charney, was key
to getting the project off the ground. “There is no other
way to sequence the genome of one million people,” he
adds. Regeneron, notes Nadkarni, will sequence the
DNA samples, and then return the patient data.
At Northwell, Brennan said that as each trial
request comes in, the team is looking at whether
an embedded study can work. Of the 2,000 trials
in motion, 5% to 8% are designed as a hybrid approach. Despite all the talk about embedded, i.e.,
point of care, few are being run that way.
But, she adds, “We don’t want to go back to the
former ways and traditional methods of running
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a trial. When we saw how to pivot in COVID, we
were able to [be flexible].”
ACT
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The Powerful Impact of
Caregivers on Clinical Trials
Considering caregiver-supported trials to improve patient retention and outcomes

C

aregivers are essential partners in health
care. Due to their direct, ongoing engagement with patients’ care, caregivers can
often provide early insight into “simmering” symptoms the patient may be experiencing, as well as
identify and report physical function when patients
are at home, instead of waiting until they have a
clinic visit. These observations and reports help clinicians and clinical investigators improve the view
of their patients’ experiences and might even be
predictive of adverse events.
While the full extent of caregivers’ impact on
clinical trials is still being studied, both preliminary
studies and anecdotal evidence point to some likely
truths. First, caregivers play a significant, demonstrable role in the success of clinical trials, as they
often facilitate visits, medication adherence, and
help patients maintain overall wellness at home.
Second, their impact on trial success can be further
strengthened if sponsors design trials, when appropriate, to embrace the caregiver. Decentralized
clinical trial (DCT) capabilities that empower patients and caregivers to participate from the comfort
of home and lower participation burdens may result
in more than an incremental change.

Caregivers play critical
role in clinical studies

“Caregivers can make or break participation in a
clinical trial,” says Karen Utley, whose 15-year-old
daughter, Samantha, has CDKL5 deficiency disorder, a rare neurodevelopmental condition caused
by pathogenic variants in the CDKL5 gene. In
addition to serving as president of rare disease
non-profit International Foundation for CDKL5
Research, Utley is her daughter’s primary caregiver—a 24/7 responsibility she has fulfilled since
Samantha began having seizures at 10 weeks old.
Samantha, now 15, is a clinical trial success story.
Since starting on the investigational therapy about
two years ago, her seizures have dramatically reappliedclinicaltrialsonline.com

duced, and she is eating most of her meals orally for
the first time in more than eight years. But while the
investigative trial therapies themselves undoubtedly
helped Samantha’s condition, none of these remarkable improvements would have been possible without the careful dedication of her caregivers.
“I am so grateful for the opportunity that trials
have provided to my daughter, but she could not have
participated alone. Trial participation can be completely dependent on a caregiver,” explains Utley.
In her experience, the role of the caregiver is twofold. The first role is logistical, such as getting the
patients to their clinic visits and keeping everything
organized. Caregivers often encourage patients to
participate in trials in the first place and can increase the likelihood that patients will stay engaged
even when feeling the effects of their illness.1
“In order to participate in a brick-and-mortar
trial, every three months (more frequently early
on) we drove one hour to the airport and then flew
from Houston to Denver followed by at least one
night in a hotel room and at least five hours in the
hospital where the trial was being conducted,” says
Utley. “Then COVID forced remote participation, which for us included telehealth site visits and
ECGs and blood draws locally. This dramatically
reduced the burden on me as her caregiver, and
without my involvement Samantha would not have
experienced such improved quality of life.”
The second role is observational, through catching warning signs that doctors and even patients
may not see or report themselves. Both these roles
are particularly essential with patients like Samantha, but also with elderly populations and others
whose communication, mental capacity, and mobility may be impacted by their disease.
Research is actively underway to compare how
caregiver reports predict patient outcomes versus
similar reports by patients themselves. Early evidence suggests that Samantha’s story is not unique.
Patient-reported outcomes (PROs) can increase the

Ingrid OakleyGirvan, PhD
SVP of Research
and Strategy,
Medable
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Caregiver reporting
of patients’ symptoms
and physical function
could help provide early
predictions of adverse
patient outcomes
patient’s quality of life, decrease emergency room
visits and hospitalizations, and even increase survival.2 Caregivers can also provide information and
early warnings of declining patient health.
The special role caregivers play can help retain
patients in trials as well. The current drop-out rate
is a disheartening 30%,3 slowing timelines and costing at least $19,300 per lost patient (the average
cost to enroll a new patient in a Phase II trial).4
Ultimately, low patient retention delays treatments
to patients and increases the cost of approved drugs,
with consumers bearing the greatest burden.
“Any time you are in a position to care for a
chronically ill person, that caregiver will be a huge
part in whether that patient continues to participate,” says Utley.

Testing the theory
with TOGETHERCareTM

While anecdotal evidence strongly supports the notion that caregivers provide essential insights about
their patients, formal research is necessary. The
digital science team at Medable recently set out to
assess whether caregiver reporting is predictive of
specific clinical outcomes.5
In this study, more than 50 adult patients with
solid tumors that were on active intravenous therapies and their informal caregivers were recruited
from Kaiser Permanente Northern California cancer clinics. Using a mobile app called TOGETHERCareTM, caregivers completed weekly surveys for
four weeks, using NIH-Patient-Reported Outcomes
Measurement Information Systems (PROMIS) questions to report patients’ physical function and PROCommon Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events
(CTCAE) to report patients’ symptoms.
Patients’ adverse clinical outcomes, such as
emergency department visits or hospitalizations,
grade three and four adverse events, and treatment
delays (up to one month following the four-week
24
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study period), as well as mortality and hospice referrals up to six months following the study period
were evaluated.
The results? Caregiver-reported PRO-CTCAE
predicted hospitalizations and mortality, and caregiver-reported PROMIS scores predicted hospice
referrals. This suggests that caregiver reporting
of patients’ symptoms and physical function could
help provide early predictions of adverse patient
outcomes. A DCT tool, such as TOGETHERCare,
could help address symptoms earlier, thus improving patients’ quality of life and, ultimately, reduce
trial dropout.

Empowering caregivers through
decentralized trial design

If a clinical trial depends on the logistical and
observational capabilities of caregivers, their success can be further bolstered by embracing DCT
capabilities. “The more you support that caregiver,
the more success you are going to have across the
board,” says Utley.
From the logistics perspective, DCTs can dramatically reduce the burden on caregivers and patients, thereby increasing patient retention. For Utley and her daughter, travel was a significant factor.
“Nothing would stop me from participating unless
travel was too difficult for Samantha to handle,”
says Utley, adding that participants may not see
enough benefit to trial participation if travel is difficult for them. She also noted that their trial reimbursed her for travel and food costs, but not for work
missed. All these challenges could be eased if trial
designers made every effort to provide for remote
reporting, observation, and visits wherever possible.
From the observational perspective, DCT technologies enable caregivers to report patient status in
real time, rather than waiting for the next visit to the
clinic. In a survey of 38 oncologists, every physician
stated that they routinely rely on caregiver reports
to evaluate patient symptoms and physical function/
performance status with patients who have caregivers. And, in the case of a discrepancy, more stated
that they relied on the caregiver’s report (45%) than
on the patient’s report (8%).6 These real-time reports
can help the clinic respond to symptoms before they
escalate or result in trial dropout.
Wearable sensors and mobile apps can assist doctors, patients, and caregivers. By combining lowburden, home-based, remote digital measurements
with patient- and observer-reported outcomes, not
appliedclinicaltrialsonline.com
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only can more patients access trials but also care
can potentially be improved for patients in studies.
In the previously noted study of oncology patients
and caregivers testing the usability of mobile apps,
more than two-thirds of both groups felt that the
apps studied would encourage patients to take better
care of themselves, and more than half of the respondents in both groups thought that the app would improve their emotional well-being. In addition, almost
70% of caregivers thought the app would make them
more aware of their loved one’s cancer symptoms
and side effects. 5 Finally, many oncologists6 prefer
to receive critical values and data prior to a patient
visit—which can be provided through the mobile
app, showcasing the synergy between remote reporting and clinical use of such data.
Ease of use is crucial for ensuring patients and
caregivers engage with mobile apps. Utley emphasizes the importance of supporting use for all caregivers; while there is usually a lead caregiver that
provides a consistent perspective, that caregiver
could get pulled away at any time due to illness
or other factors. Therefore, all backup caregivers
should also be empowered to report patient symptoms, perhaps by providing multiple logins to the
mobile app to ensure ongoing diary keeping.
“Whoever is designing trials needs to make sure
that the design is favorable,” says Utley. “Get input
from the patient and the caregivers to make sure it
is easy for them to support—or they will drop out.”

development of successful new therapies. Trial sponsors should do all they can to support these essential
stakeholders, thereby preventing trial attrition, saving money, speeding a therapy’s path to market, and
driving better health outcomes for patients.
ACT
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Caregiver support
for better outcomes

When they are properly supported with thoughtful
tools and technology, caregivers can have a tremendous impact on patient participation and success
in clinical trials. By removing some of the patient’s
burden, caregivers improve the trial experience and
may help patients remain in a trial through its duration. In contrast, when caregivers become weary,
they can discourage participants from staying in a
trial, or even ask them to drop out because participation consumes so much time and energy.
Trial sponsors should take this to heart. Providing
caregivers with every opportunity to be actively involved might just play a make-it-or-break-it role in the
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How optimizing RBQM risk detection reduces the efforts caused by false signals

R

isk-based approaches to monitoring clinical trials were brought to the forefront with
an FDA guidance published in 2013.1 This
guidance was motivated by the steadily increasing
complexity, size, and volume of clinical trials, and a
recognition that “traditional” monitoring was very
resource intensive and that emerging technologies
and statistical approaches enabled monitoring in
new ways. The FDA was prescient, as the industry
has continued to witness a steady increase in the
complexity, cost, and burden of clinical research.
And with complexity comes ever-greater challenges
to achieving quality outcomes. An analysis of new
drug applications submitted to FDA was published
in 2014, indicating that quality-related issues were
a significant contributor to both failed submissions
and delays in marketing approval.2
Risk-based monitoring (RBM), a key component of risk-based quality management (RBQM),
was subsequently incorporated as a good clinical
practice (GCP) expectation in the ICH E6 (R2)
guideline and is now being widely adopted across
the pharmaceutical industry. RBQM and RBM
have brought a tremendous opportunity to improve
data quality, increase resource efficiencies, lower
costs, and shorten clinical development timelines.
It enables a more effective anticipation, mitigation,
and management of risks to ensure the successful
conduct of clinical trials.
The approach to implementing RBQM is crucial
to its success, and the process can be overwhelming
for an organization given the wealth of the available information and variety of the options. Some
organizations have struggled to move forward effectively due to a range of factors. This article
focuses on a key component of the RBQM process,
namely the effective detection and resolution of
risks through centralized monitoring. Reliable risk
detection is explained in the context of false and
true risk signals, and best practice considerations
discussed to ensure optimal quality oversight.
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Understanding false
and true signals

Centralized monitoring has rapidly become a key
component of quality oversight during the execution phase of clinical research. The purpose of centralized monitoring is the detection of emerging
risks that may represent issues in the conduct of the
study that need to be addressed. The most common
centralized monitoring tools employed include statistical data monitoring, key risk indicators (KRIs),
and quality tolerance limits (QTLs), along with
supportive data visualizations. Each of these tools is
designed to alert study teams to patterns of data that
are outside of an expected range, which increases
the likelihood that those data are unreliable and/
or that the study conduct processes associated with
those data need to be corrected or improved.
What centralized monitoring tools do not generally provide is a definitive confirmation that data is
unreliable and/or that there is an issue with certain
aspects of study conduct. The alerts—typically referred to as risk signals—instead represent a way to
focus the study team’s attention more intelligently
to possible issues. It is then the responsibility of the
study team—or assigned members of the study
team—to assess each risk signal and ultimately determine whether the signal represents an actual issue
needing intervention. The effectiveness of centralized
monitoring therefore depends on two key factors:
1. Reliable detection of risk signals that matter.
2. T he ability of the study team to successfully
assess and determine the root causes and address confirmed issues effectively.

So, what exactly does reliable risk detection
mean? We can organize the outcome of risk detection efforts into four logical categories:

• T
 rue positives - Risk signals (alerts) generated
that correctly identify actual issues that matter.
• True negatives - The appropriate absence of
risk signals where no issues that matter exist.
appliedclinicaltrialsonline.com
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FIGURE 1. VENN DIAGRAM ILLUSTRATES THE RELIABILITY OF CENTRALIZED MONITORING RISK DETECTION DURING A CLINICAL STUDY.
SOURCE: Young et al.

• F
 alse positives - Risk signals (alerts) generated that do NOT
identify issues that matter.
• False negatives - The inappropriate absence of risk signals
where actual issues that matter DO exist.

In this context, risk detection efforts become more reliable to the
extent that they maximize the occurrence of true positives and true
negatives and minimize the occurrence of false positives and false
negatives. Figure 1 uses a Venn diagram to depict the reliability of
centralized monitoring risk detection during a trial. The box shaded
in light green represents the entirety of study conduct across all sites
and participants for a given trial. There is within any given study
some “issues that matter,” and this is represented in the figure by
the dark green-shaded oval inside of the study box. The centralized
monitoring tools used for a study will generate a set of risk signals associated with certain sites, processes, and/or data within the study,
and this is represented by the gray-shaded oval. The area of overlap
between the two ovals are the true positives—the risk signals that
successfully identified issues. The remaining non-overlapping areas
of the two ovals represent the central monitoring “misses,” the gray
area comprising false positives and the dark green area comprising
false negatives. The remaining dark green area outside of the two
ovals then represents all the true negatives, where no issues exist and
were appropriately not identified by central monitoring.

appliedclinicaltrialsonline.com

More reliable risk detection is then achieved as the gray oval
(risk detection) more completely covers the green oval (issues that
matter), as illustrated in Figure 2 on next page.
The importance of reliable risk detection is two-fold. First, false
positives represent resource effort spent by the study team to review
and possibly investigate risk signals that turn out to be non-issues.
The more false positives there are, the greater the amount of time
and effort spent on unimportant matters. Second, and perhaps
more importantly, false negatives represent issues in the study that
may remain unaddressed and, therefore, have the potential to negatively impact the reliability of study outcomes or patient safety.
It is clear, then, that the relative reliability of your centralized
monitoring solution in detecting risk is fundamentally important
to ensuring effective quality oversight. It is not enough to simply
implement some basic centralized monitoring tools and processes.
Those tools and processes must be reliable at identifying the issues
that matter within the conduct of your clinical trial and minimizing the occurrence of false signals.

Eradicating false signals

Quality by design and pre-study risk planning

So how do we achieve optimal reliability? While there is no single
silver bullet solution to eliminate all false signals, there are indeed
several important best practice considerations. The first of these
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FIGURE 2. AN ILLUSTRATION OF MORE RELIABLE RISK DETECTION.
SOURCE: Young et al.

focuses on the study design and pre-study planning
components of RBQM methodology. In particular,
the effective application of quality-by-design (QbD)
principles as described in the ICH E8 (R1) guideline3,
including assessment and mitigation of risks associated with critical-to-quality (CtQ ) factors, should
reduce the opportunity for issues that matter to occur
during the study. In the context of our Venn diagram
and as depicted in Figure 3 on the facing page, QbD
should shrink the overall size of the gray oval (issues
that matter), thereby automatically reducing the opportunity for false negatives and increasing overall
study quality (the light green area).
This is, of course, true not just for QbD, but for
pre-study risk planning as well. Here as well the goal
is for the study team to identify the operational risks
that are most relevant (i.e., likely to occur, impactful)
to the planned study, and once identified to put in
place control measures that reduce the opportunity
for issues that matter to occur (i.e., further shrinking
the light gray oval) and minimize the impact when
issues do occur.
These risk control measures—commonly referred
to as risk mitigations—may include preventive actions such as delivery of additional targeted training
28
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for new and/or complex study procedures. They
should also include the identification of mechanisms
for the effective monitoring and detection of the
relevant risks during study conduct. It is important
to select appropriate key risk indicators (KRIs) and
quality tolerance limits (QTLs) that will be used in
the centralized monitoring process. If the risk assessment process is ineffective and the wrong risks are
identified by the study team, the resulting KRIs and
QTLs used to detect those study risks will likely not
detect any issues of importance.

KRI and QTL effectiveness

The thoughtful design and implementation of KRIs
and QTLs is also critical. One important design
consideration is how a KRI or QTL metric representing a rate is normalized. A good example to
illustrate this is the KRI commonly used to detect
sites that may be under-reporting or over-reporting
adverse events (AEs) for their patients. Some teams
have computed this KRI metric as the rate of AEs
reported per enrolled patient at each site, expressed
by the following simple formula:
AE Rate = (Total AEs Reported by Site) / (Total
Patients Enrolled at Site)
appliedclinicaltrialsonline.com
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FIGURE 3. APPLICATION OF QUALITY-BY-DESIGN PRINCIPLES SHOULD LIMIT MAJOR ISSUES SUCH AS FALSE NEGATIVES FROM OCCURRING.
SOURCE: Young et al.

Figure 4 (see next page) presents a scenario illustrating the problem with this formula. Two sites in a
given study each have five patients enrolled, with one
of them, site 101, reporting 15 AEs (signified by the
stars) so far and the other, site 104, reporting only six
AEs. Site 104’s computed rate of 1.2 AEs per patient
is below the expected range and is flagged for potential under-reporting of AEs. However, patients at site
104 were enrolled more recently than the patients at
site 101, so that the average patient follow-up duration
is currently much shorter at site 104. The opportunity
to observe AEs is, therefore, also much lower at site
104 and it is perfectly reasonable to expect fewer reported AEs for their five patients. The AE Rate KRI
has incorrectly—and unnecessarily—generated a
false positive risk signal for site 104.
An improved definition of the AE Rate metric
will incorporate a relevant measure of patient participation time, such as the following:
AE Rate = (Total AEs Reported by Site) / (Total
Patient Visits Conducted at Site)
Another important best practice consideration in
the design of KRIs relates to their ability to detect
an emerging issue at a site that may not have been
occurring there previously. We use as an example of
appliedclinicaltrialsonline.com

another commonly used KRI assessing the timeliness
of entering patient data into the study case-report
forms (eCRFs). This can be referred to as the “Visitto-eCRF Entry Cycle Time” KRI. It is well-known
that a site may initially perform well on this expectation, reliably entering patient data into the eCRF
within a couple of days following each visit. However,
for various reasons the site may start to struggle at
some point with timely entry. This could be just a
natural lapse in entry diligence, a change in behavior
due to staff turnover, a shortage due to staff attrition
or increased activity at the site, etc. Whatever the
cause, it is important to detect this emerging risk at
the site as early as possible so that it can be addressed.
This KRI is often computed using the cumulative
set of available eCRF entry cycle times for each site,
going back to the beginning of their study participation. While this will accurately present the overall
average cycle time performance for each site, it will
not proactively detect a recent degradation in that
site’s performance—simply because the contribution
of the earlier “good” cycle time observations will keep
the cumulative reported average cycle time at a lower
level than it is currently. This will often result in the
KRI risk threshold not being exceeded—and no risk
Applied Clinical Trials • September 2022
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Improper KRI Normalization: AE Rate Example
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FIGURE 4. THIS SCENARIO DEPICTS POTENTIAL PROBLEMS WITH THE FORMULA OF MEASURING AE RATE BY TOTAL PATIENTS ENROLLED.
SOURCE: Young et al.

signal being generated—for the problem site. This is
a false negative situation that may persist for many
months and even through the completion of the study.
The solution to this problem involves an assessment
based on recent increments of each site’s KRI observations, to enable more effective and timely detection
of emerging issues. Such an incremental assessment
approach also enables more rapid and effective confirmation of the resolution of an identified issue following intervention. For example, a risk signal generated
for a site with slow eCRF entry time will typically
result in the site monitor discussing the observed issue with site staff who will then agree to address the
problem. This same incremental assessment approach
will enable a clear assessment and determination as to
whether the site is now entering their patient data in
a timely fashion. A cumulative assessment of V2ECT
on the other hand will generally fail to enable this assessment. Study teams are left not knowing whether
the issue can be considered resolved.
An additional good practice for centralized monitoring teams is to conduct a thorough review of the
study data collection methods prior to the configuration of KRIs and QTLs. Some patient assessments
may allow for two or more data collection modes,
which result in assessment data delivered from different sources. Examples include the option to use central or local labs, and completion of questionnaires
via paper or electronic device. It is imperative to ensure that the data from each source is integrated into
30
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the centralized monitoring platform and fully accounted for in relevant KRI and QTL calculations.
Mistakes in this area will inevitably lead to a high
degree of false signals, and most often false positive
signals detecting a high rate of missed assessments
or labs. Each of these examples and considerations
illustrate the critical importance of thoughtful KRI
and QTL design. Teams must carefully consider
with each KRI or QTL how best to ensure early and
reliable detection of emerging risks, and to minimize
the opportunity for false signals.

Statistical data monitoring

Well-designed KRIs and QTLs are an important
component of effective centralized monitoring,
as they will enable detection of key risks identified by the study team during risk planning. Are
these then sufficient to reliably detect all the important issues that will occur during a study?
An analysis conducted on 281 studies across 20 organizations from the CluePoints RBQM platform
revealed that about 58% of all risk signals confirmed as issues by the study team were detected by
KRIs and QTLs, while the remaining 42% were detected using statistical data monitoring. This metric
reinforces the high importance of KRIs and QTLs,
but also that they are not sufficient in providing
comprehensive detection of all study issues.
The CluePoints statistical data monitoring solution, referred to in CluePoints as Data Quality
appliedclinicaltrialsonline.com
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Identification of At-Risk Sites from Statistical Data Monitoring
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FIGURE 5. A “BUBBLE PLOT” GRAPH EXAMPLE USED TO IDENTIFY AT-RISK SITES.
SOURCE: Young et al.

Assessment, or DQA, is comprised of a suite of advanced statistical tests designed to identify atypical
patterns of clinical data that represent likely issues
in the conduct of the study and/or reliability of the
data. It is typically executed on most or all of the
clinical data for a given study in an unsupervised
manner—not guided by a prior assessment of study
risks as is the case with KRIs and QTLs. An overall
data inconsistency score (DIS) is computed for each
site (or patient, country, etc.) in the study, representing a weighted average of all of the statistical tests
executed on their data, which enables the study team
to quickly identify and review the sites at highest
risk. Figure 5 above shows a graph—referred to as a
“bubble plot”—used to identify the at-risk sites. The
vertical axis is the site’s DIS score, so that the sites
(bubbles) highest on the plot represent the most at-risk
sites across all of the statistical tests. The horizontal
axis—along with the size of each bubble—represents
the number of patients enrolled at each site.
There are several reasons why statistical data monitoring is so effective at detecting issues that are not
identified by KRIs or QTLs. Among them is the simple fact that pre-study risk assessments—even when
conducted very thoughtfully—will not identify all the
likely sources of risk and error for a given study. It is
inevitable that unexpected errors will occur among all
the participants and activities in a clinical trial, due to
appliedclinicaltrialsonline.com

factors ranging from lack of training or experience,
misunderstanding, sloppiness or inattention, malfunctioning technology, and even intentional misconduct
in the worst cases. A QTL or KRI may be designed,
for example, to ensure that the number of missed
endpoint assessments or visits is kept to an acceptably
low level, but it will not, at the same time, be effective at ensuring that the endpoint assessments were
performed properly resulting in reliable outcomes. An
effective statistical data monitoring approach will automatically evaluate and detect likely systemic issues
in data reliability in the form of unusually low or high
variability in values, atypically low or high average
scores, a preponderance of outlier values, etc.

Study team risk review
and risk communication

The earlier sections have reviewed important best
practice considerations to improve the reliability
of risk detection. However, as mentioned, the effectiveness of centralized monitoring depends on a
second important factor as well—the ability of the
study team to successfully assess and determine the
root cause of each risk signal, and to address the
confirmed issues effectively.
Reliable detection of risks by your central monitoring reviews will point your central monitors and
study team to the issues that matter, but if those isApplied Clinical Trials • September 2022
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FIGURE 6. ILLUSTRATING THE IMPACT OF INEFFECTIVE RISK REVIEW AND FOLLOW-UP BY THE STUDY TEAM.
SOURCE: Young et al.

sues are not properly recognized and acted upon, the
result is the same as if they had not been detected at
all. Figure 6 illustrates the impact of ineffective study
team risk review and follow-through. In particular,
the smaller blue oval represents the portion of detected issues that were successfully addressed by the
study team. The overlap area outside of the blue oval
then represents all the detected issues that the study
team failed to address—effectively changing them
from true positives back to false negatives.
The dynamics that can lead to ineffective followup are numerous. In one example, a site in a large
dermatology study was flagged as high risk across a
number of KRIs and statistical data monitoring tests.
The following are a few of the specific risks detected:
• A
 verage time to complete key endpoint assessments was extremely low compared to
overall study average.
• Patient endpoint assessments conducted at
the same visits were inconsistent with each
other at a very high rate (90% of the time).
• P atient endpoint assessment scores were
propagated across patient visits at a high rate.

These findings were shared by the centralized
monitoring team with the site management team,
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with instruction to investigate and confirm root
causes and any corrective actions required. The
responsible site monitor responded that these centralized monitoring risks did not represent real issues, as
they were monitoring the site frequently and had observed that everything was being done appropriately.
This assertion was initially accepted by the central
monitor and the risk was officially closed as a “nonissue.” One of the study team members was not comfortable with this conclusion however, and performed
some additional investigation of the site data, which
further confirmed and reinforced the initial centralized monitoring findings. This led to additional
for-cause visits to the site and discovery of some significant issues in study conduct. If it had not been for
the due diligence of this one study team member, the
study conduct issues at this site would have persisted
indefinitely and much of the primary endpoint data
at this site would have been unreliable. It would have
become a highly impactful false negative.
Another general example relates to the AE Rate
KRI, where follow-up by the site monitor frequently
fails to confirm that an issue exists. This may be due
to the investigation being limited to a review of some
patient source records that don’t reveal any missed
AEs. A more thorough follow-up is likely required
appliedclinicaltrialsonline.com
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in these cases, such as a review of the data patterns
that may indicate lapses in AE records collection, a
review and discussion of the site process for AE reporting, and assurance of the principle investigator’s
understanding of AE definitions for the protocol.
Some study teams and organizations are more
effective than others at risk follow-up. There are several important keys to ensuring success:

1. Identify and include all relevant stakeholders
across the organization in centralized monitoring implementation from the beginning. Encourage appropriate cross-functional involvement and ownership, including the relevant
functional leaders.
2. Identify champions within each functional
group that will help to train and mentor colleagues and promote the importance of centralized monitoring.
3. Implement a cross-functional awareness and
training program that includes strong focus on
critical thinking skills and the root-cause analysis methods that enable effective risk triage.
4. E stablish best risk management practices focusing on the risk review flow, cross-team and
cross-functional learning, and continuous improvement.

Active cross-functional engagement and a commitment to critical thinking and root-cause analysis
are essential to effective risk review and follow-up.
It may be valuable especially in the earlier stages of
centralized monitoring adoption to include a quality
representative in regular risk-review meetings, who
can support the team in adhering to disciplined rootcause thinking. Communication and analytics are
paramount to an effective RBQM strategy. Messages
conveyed by the central monitor have significant
impact on the team’s understanding of the risks, rootcause analysis flow, and the ultimate confirmation
of actual issues. It is, therefore, essential for central
monitors to develop best communication practices
and critical thinking skills.4 It will not only provide
central monitors with the tools necessary to guide
study teams in effective root-cause investigation and
risk mitigation, but also give them greater confidence
in being persistent with colleagues to ensure that risk
follow-ups are appropriate and well-documented.

Conclusion

The overall goal of centralized monitoring—and of
RBQM more broadly—is to improve study quality.
appliedclinicaltrialsonline.com

Three components are critical to achieving this goal:

1. Quality by design and study risk planning – reducing the opportunity for errors that matter
to occur.
2. Centralized monitoring – reliably detecting and
addressing emerging issues by minimizing the
occurrence of false signals.
3. Continuous improvement – the ability to learn
from centralized monitoring outcomes and
feed that knowledge back into an evolving
RBQM strategy.

Understanding the achievement of study quality
as the eradication of false positives and false negatives provides a valuable conceptual framework to
help organize and guide your team’s implementation of centralized monitoring. It must be implemented thoughtfully, supported by the right technology, risk detection methods, and best practice
considerations. It must also include active crossfunctional engagement and ownership of the process, supported by a culture of critical thinking and
root-cause assessment methods. And it is important
to carry risk-review discussions beyond the routine
centralized monitoring meetings. A periodic review
of the risk review and follow-up process should be
conducted to evaluate its effectiveness in confirming
and resolving issues that matter, to enable continuous learning and improvements in the approach.
ACT
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WCG Metrics
Champion
Consortium QTL
Working Group

Defining Quality Tolerance
Limits and Key Risk Indicators
for Timely Risk Detection
Series Part 3: Methods for early detection of risk

I

n Part 1 of our guidance for quality tolerance
limit (QTL) use in clinical research (featured in
the June issue of Applied Clinical Trials, https://bit.
ly/3A7XRe6), we summarized the WCG Metrics
Champion Consortium (MCC), now part of the
WCG Avoca Quality Consortium, QTL Working Group discussions that explored the relationship between QTL and key risk indicators (KRIs).
In Part 2, f irst published in April (https://bit.
ly/3TmFppF), we delved into the process of defining QTLs. In this third and final installment, we
will focus on methods for the early detection of risk.

Early signal detection
in risk control

QTLs are designed for risk control (see section 5.0.4
of ICH E6 (R2)).1 A key element of effective risk control is the earliest possible detection of risk to enable
proactive interventions that prevent or minimize
the impact of issues that matter. Unfortunately, as
described in Part 1 of the series, the more sensitive
a measurement is to risk early in the trial, the more
likely it will provide false signals. As deviations from
the QTLs (signals) need to be reported in the clinical
study report (CSR), this is an effective disincentive to
use QTLs that will provide an early signal.
TransCelerate BioPharma 2 proposes using a
“secondary limit” to overcome this challenge. The
secondary limit is typically 50% to 75% of the
QTL threshold. It is an “early warning” system
to alert the study team that the threshold might
be exceeded in due course. It provides an earlier
signal of risk that does not need to be reported in
the CSR.
Figures 1a and 1b on facing page provide examples of using a secondary limit (dark orange line)
along with the QTL threshold (light orange) with
two QTL parameters proposed by TransCelerate
BioPharma.2 The secondary limit is set at 75% of
the QTL threshold. Rather than waiting for the
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QTL threshold to be exceeded at week 21, there
is an early warning that the secondary limit is exceeded at week 18. Three weeks’ additional warning may be enough time to take action and avoid
the QTL threshold being breached.
Figures 2a and 2b on facing page show the same
data but with the secondary limit at 50% of the
QTL threshold rather than 75%. Here, the secondary limit is exceeded at 17 weeks, or 10 weeks,
depending on the QTL parameter being used.
Many organizations encounter a challenge when
using this approach to determine the appropriate
secondary limit.
The 50% secondary limit provides an earlier
signal, but a decision is needed as to whether the
signal is noise or worthy of investigation. If the
rate continues, will the QTL threshold itself be
exceeded before study end? In these examples,
we show data to study end, so we know that the
QTL threshold is exceeded. However, earlier in
the study, at week 13, for example, how would
you determine whether there is a systemic issue or
whether exceeding the secondary limit is a signal
worthy of further investigation?
As we review the figure, clearly, the parameters
are both tending to increase over time. For the number of withdrawals, this is no surprise, as it is a cumulative measure. But why is the % withdrawals
parameter tending to increase over time? This is because the opportunity for a participant to withdraw
increases the longer they are on the trial. A participant who has been on the trial for seven weeks has
had seven weeks to potentially withdraw, whereas a
participant who has just been enrolled has had very
little opportunity to withdraw.
Figures 1b and 2b, which depict results for a
parameter normalized by the number of enrolled
participants, have values closer to the QTL threshold (and the secondary limit) much earlier than the
simple count of withdrawals in Figures 1a and 2a.
appliedclinicaltrialsonline.com
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‘Early Warning’ Scenario 1
OTL Parameter 2: %Withdrawals
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FIGURE 1. EXAMPLE OF USING SECONDARY LIMIT ALONG WITH THE QTL THRESHOLD, WITH SECONDARY LIMIT SET AT 75%.
SOURCE: WCG Metrics Champion Consortium QTL Working Group
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FIGURE 2. EXAMPLE OF USING SECONDARY LIMIT ALONG WITH THE QTL THRESHOLD, WITH SECONDARY LIMIT SET AT 50%.
SOURCE: WCG Metrics Champion Consortium QTL Working Group

Other normalization factors can be used to take account of situations where the opportunity increases
over time. They can provide an alternative approach to the use of the secondary limit.

Metric definition and impact
on early signal detection

The way a metric (whether a KRI or a QTL) is defined can profoundly affect how early a signal is detected. Some organizations employ complex statistiappliedclinicaltrialsonline.com

cal models (e.g., Bayesian statistics or funnel plots)
to allow for early data variability and the ability to
extrapolate impact from early views. A simpler but
arguably less precise approach is to change the denominator for calculating a metric. This particular
approach can help provide a much earlier signal of
risk, which can then lead to further detailed analysis as required.
There is more information plus examples of defining parameters to provide early signals in the WCG
Applied Clinical Trials • September 2022
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Monitoring Risks to Quality
Critical to Quality Factor

TransCelerate BioPharma Parameter

Withdrawal criteria and trial
participation retention

Percentage or number of participants
with withdrawal of informed consent

Withdrawal criteria and trial
participation retention

Percentage or number of lost to followup participants

TABLE 1. TWO POSSIBLE QTL PARAMETERS TO THE SAME QUALITY FACTOR.
SOURCE: WCG Metrics Champion Consortium QTL Working Group

The way a metric is
defined can profoundly
affect how early a
signal is detected.
Some organizations
employ complex
statistical models to
allow for early data
variability and the
ability to extrapolate
impact from early view
white paper “Measure the Right Things at the Right
Time: Design KRIs and KPIs that Prvide Timely
Insights.” Key points from the paper include:
1. The normalization of a metric (the denominator) can impact whether a metric is a leading or
lagging one. Selecting the right normalization
factor can mean a potential issue is detected
weeks or even months earlier.
2. If the opportunity of an item being measured
(e.g., participant withdrawal) increases the longer the available time, then the leading metric
should take this time element into account.

Normalization of metrics
used as QTLs and KRIs

As presented in Table 1 above, TransCelerate BioPharma2 propose two possible QTL parameters to
monitor different risks to the critical quality factor
“withdrawal criteria and trial participation retention.”
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The data for these are readily available, and teams
are likely to establish quality tolerance limits based on
the study design and statistical analysis plan. It is critical to the quality of the study that the QTL threshold
for these parameters is not exceeded by study end. As
demonstrated earlier, using the QTL threshold with
these parameters does not provide an early signal that
the QTL might be exceeded by study end. From an
operational perspective, however, during the study, it
would be preferable to have an early signal that if the
trend continues, the QTL parameter is likely to be
exceeded by study end.
The number of participants with “withdrawal of
informed consent” is more likely to occur the longer
participants are in the study. Early in the study,
there are likely to be few participants who have
withdrawn informed consent. However, as participants are in the study longer, they have more opportunity to withdraw informed consent. Similarly,
this logic can be applied to the QTL parameter
“lost to follow-up participants.” A leading parameter can be defined with a normalization factor that
takes this time element into account.
A normalization factor such as “participant
week” or “participant visits” helps adjust for the
increased opportunity for withdrawal of informed
consent or loss to follow-up over time (see Table 2
on page 38).
Modifying the normalization factor can mean
dispensing with the secondary limit. A potential issue
is detected weeks, or even months, earlier—allowing
investigation and mitigation actions to be implemented sooner.

Companion KRIs

The Consortium QTL Working Group proposes
an alternative to using a QTL parameter with a
secondary limit. It is an approach that helps overcome the challenge posed by the balance between
obtaining a signal of an emerging issue in time to
act and the CSR reporting requirements. The alternative is to use a leading parameter such as that
described in the previous section in addition to the
QTL. The leading parameter can be considered an
operational KRI used as a companion to the QTL.
This way, the easily measured QTL parameter and
threshold can be used to provide a signal where the
quality objectives are not, or are unlikely to be, met.
However, the companion KRIs can provide an earlier signal that, if the study continues as it has, the
quality objectives will not be met.
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Patient-centric trials done right. How data and technology can help
transform a one-size-fits-all experience into an agile environment.
On-demand webinar
Aired: Thursday, February 17, 2022
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act_p/patient-centric
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Patients expect trials built around their needs as a factor of
participation, while regulators want to see more diverse patient
populations in trials and a greater depth of voices captured in
the data collected. To transform a one-size-fits-all experience
into an agile patient-centric trial environment, sponsors are
making patient data analysis part of the trial planning process
and working with a partner who understands how to leverage
data and analytics to engage the intended patient.
Join this insightful webinar to learn how forward-thinking
sponsors use data and analytics to personalize study
experiences, including identifying patients of interest and
streamlining outreach strategies to eliminate barriers to
participation. Learn how IQVIA can provide insights to help
deliver an individualized patient journey.
3 Key Take-Aways
• Identify the right partnerships to find the intended patients
• Develop intelligent connections for a seamless patient
experience
• Leverage data and technology throughout the clinical trial
and apply the analytics to optimize your outcomes
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www.iqvia.com/solutions/research-and-development
For technical questions about this webinar,
please contact Julia Longo at jlongo@mjhlifesciences.com
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QUALITY MANAGEMENT

Impact of Normalization Factors
Critical to Quality Factor

TransCelerate BioPharma Parameter

Leading Parameter

Withdrawal criteria and trial
participation retention

Percentage or number of participants with
withdrawal of informed consent

Number of withdrawals of informed consent per
participant week or per participant visit

Withdrawal criteria and trial
participation retention

Percentage or number of lost to follow-up
participants

Number of lost to follow-up participants per
participant week or per participant visit

TABLE 2. CRITICAL-TO-QUALITY FACTORS AND PARAMETERS.
SOURCE: WCG Metrics Champion Consortium QTL Working Group

Use of Companion KRIs

Lagging parameter

# Participants
Discontinuing

QTL

Participants
Discontinuing/
Participant Weeks

Study-level
KRI
Leading parameters
(Operational)

Country-level
KRIs

Participants
discontinuing/
Participant Weeks

Participants
discontinuing/
Participant Weeks

Participants
discontinuing/
Participant Weeks

FIGURE 3. DEFINING COMPANION KRIs AT THE COUNTRY AND SITE LEVELS.
SOURCE: WCG Metrics Champion Consortium QTL Working Group

As stated in the previous section, the leading parameter companion KRI should be defined to give
an early signal of whether, if the current rate continues, the QTL threshold is likely to be exceeded
by study end. The approach of using companion
KRIs can be expanded further. Companion KRIs
could be defined at other levels such as country
and site. Using this approach allows the QTL
parameter and threshold to be kept in the easy-tointerpret form, e.g., the number of withdrawals,
and the operational companion KRIs providing
an early signal. Investigation and action might be
needed for the QTL threshold not to be exceeded.
The approach is shown diagrammatically in Figure 3 above.
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In addition, the companion KRIs would be available to help inform root-cause analysis efforts when
there is a concerning trend at the study level.
The use of QTL companion KRIs in this way
provides more time to address conditions that may
result in exceeding QTL thresholds, which need
to be reported in the CSR if considered an important deviation. Exceeding KRI limits should be
documented in the trial master file (TMF) but do not
need to be included in the CSR. Thus, the barrier to
their usage as well as any actions taken or not taken
is lower, and they reduce the likelihood of experiencing significant QTL deviations. Companion KRIs
could be used operationally to help ensure the QTL
threshold is not exceeded at study end. This is, unappliedclinicaltrialsonline.com
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QUALITY MANAGEMENT

By careful use of normalization factors, it is
possible to design companion KRIs that can
focus on the rate of change and can be used
to project whether, if the rate continues, the
QTL is likely to be breached by study end
doubtedly, the purpose of including QTLs in ICH
E6 (R2).

Summary

The Consortium QTL Working Group discussed
many of the key challenges with the definition,
implementation, and use of QTLs in clinical trials.
Building on TransCelerate BioPharma definitions,
participants concluded that QTLs should be considered a special subset of study-level KRIs, focused
on the most critical risks. The group agreed on
areas where QTLs are typically used and not used
and developed an approach to overcome the challenge of balancing the need to define a QTL to provide an early signal with the potentially increased
reporting burden in the CSR. The approach is to
use additional KRIs alongside the QTL, and for
these KRIs to be defined to provide an early signal
of an emerging issue.
By careful use of normalization factors, it is possible to design companion KRIs that can focus on the
rate of change and can be used to project whether, if
the rate continues, the QTL is likely to be breached
by study end. The use of companion KRIs to the
QTL helps realize the benefits of QTLs—to help
maintain the control of the trial for critical parameters and restrict the reporting of deviations in the
CSR to those that are important.
Please see Parts 1 and 2 of this series for the whole
story. And for the full version of this article, including an appendix featuring a worked example, view
https://bit.ly/3AT011z.
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If you would like more information on the consortium, please visit our website at www.theavocagroup.com/quality-consortium/.
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Protocol deviations that occur when sites miss details of the
investigational plan have consistently topped inspection
findings for decades. While protocol training has a significant
impact on a site’s ability to conduct trials successfully,
redundancy in required trainings is one of the most common
complaints expressed by site staff during the activation process.
In this webinar, you’ll learn how IQVIA Technologies (formerly
DrugDev) solves the double-edged sword of protocol training
and learning management in clinical trials with a global platform
that leverages the best content, tracks compliance across trials,
and reduces repetitive trainings. Join us to see how the single
sign-on, SaaS-based Learning Management module of the
IQVIA Investigator Site Portal reduces administration burden on
sites and sponsors and speeds study start-up.
3 Key Take-Aways
• Learn how to save precious time during study start-up with
a centralized training catalog for sponsors and cross-trial
credits for learners that previously passed a course
• See how to quickly and easily push trainings and track
compliance to reduce time and cost while increasing audit
transparency
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• Understand ways to run a fully digital clinical program that
supports virtual investigator meetings, remote learning, and
decentralized trials

CLOSING THOUGHT

Clinical Research Needs
Greater Participant Diversity
Perla Nunes
Director
of Outreach,
Greater Gift
Leaders in the
nonprofit sector
are uniquely
positioned to build
relationships and
trust with minority
communities
before enrollment
strategies are
ever begun
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T

he pandemic has brought to light many economic and social disparities in the US—and the
inequality in clinical research is one of the most troubling over the long term. As Martin Luther
King, Jr. once said, “of all forms of inequality, injustice in healthcare is the most shocking and
inhuman.” The time is now for the clinical research industry to embrace and invest in innovative strategies that ensure equal representation and diversity of clinical trial participants.

“Minority populations were three times more
likely to experience complications from COVID-19
but were not equitably represented in clinical trials
for the vaccine,” says Greater Gift board member
Harsha Rajasimha, PhD, CEO and Founder, Jeeva
Informatics Solutions, Inc. “This challenge presents itself across varying disease states. We must
build trust in minority communities to ensure that
we are all equitably represented in research.”
Historically, social determinants of health have
certainly played a part, as has the ingrained mistrust of the healthcare systems. Wariness of healthcare and clinical research is well-founded, and
stems from historical events that adversely impacted racial and ethnic minorities, such as the
unethical Tuskegee experiments.
According to a recent article in the Harvard Business Review: “Most clinical trials are not representative of the general population or of those with a particular disease. Clinical trials primarily enroll white,
male patients, with consistent underrepresentation of women, the elderly, and people of color—especially Black and Hispanic patients. While people
of color make up about 39% of the US population,
these groups represent from 2% to 16% of patients
in trials.” Leaders in clinical research know this
data, and no doubt are disappointed, but continue
to look for a “silver bullet” to solve the problem.
Greater Gift believes that while the clinical research industry has long recognized the challenge
of enrolling minority volunteers, they have been
slow to invest in innovation and solutions. Greater
Gift believes that leaders in the nonprofit sector
are uniquely positioned to build relationships and
trust with minority communities before enrollment strategies are ever begun to help boost the
engagement of underrepresented populations. Minority communities can, hence, better understand
the clinical research process, the protections that
are in place, and most importantly, why their in-
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volvement is an equity issue. Importantly, this work
must be done long before an expectation of clinical
trial participation can be expected.
FDA has taking on this issue with a new draft
guidance: “Diversity Plans to Improve Enrollment of Participants from Underrepresented Racial and Ethnic Populations in Clinical Trials
Guidance for Industry.” The agency believes the
lack of representation of these populations in
clinical research reflects, in part, a broader issue
regarding differential access to healthcare, including access to and awareness of centers that conduct clinical research programs for new therapies.
Greater Gift is grateful for FDA’s leadership as a
part of ensuring equity in clinical research. In addition, Greater Gift encourages the agency to consider
the following action items that can help remove barriers to increased minority involvement in research:
•

•

•

•

Remove the requirement of taxpayer identification numbers (SSN or ITIN) to participate
in clinical trials. All US residents can obtain
ITINs, but many are unwilling to do so since
they are present in the country illegally. Also,
many may be missing required documentation to obtain an ITIN, such as a passport,
which excludes potential trial participation
entirely. Since payment received is considered reimbursement vs. compensation,
there is no need for W-2 forms, which are
often required by sponsors, sites, and CROs.
Relaxing of the regulation that governs principal investigator in-person oversight that
greatly limits the locations where clinical trials can be conducted.
Pursuit of federal legislation that will allow
reimbursement costs to clinical trial participants to be optional and non-taxable.
Introduce legislation that relaxes requirements that limit mobile clinical trial units
from traveling to minority communities.
ACT
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clinical trials through commercialization. You’ll hear and learn from pharma
peers who bring their unique experience and insights to life in our fast-paced,
user-friendly format.
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This podcast digs into top-of-mind topics important to C-suite
executives in the pharma and biotech spaces.
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Listen to insightful content and fresh perspectives on
the world of pharmaceutical distribution—the flow of
product, information, and funds.
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Hear insights into the global clinical trials industry
featuring interviews with professionals sharing
their challenges and solutions.
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